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                 WinteriM 2017 Com 105  Group Proposal Project Instruction page 1   Page 1 of 7   Group Proposal Project Instruction  Overview  You will be assigned to a team comprised of 4 -6 students for this assignment. Your team will  select or be assigned a topic for this assignment (see “Possible proposal topics” document for  details) , conduct research on the topic, write a proposal that includes specific recommendations  and implementation procedur es (part 1) . In addition to the proposal paper, each group is required  to submit one progress report by designated day (part 2). With the completion of the assignment ,  each student has to complete peer evaluation (part 3) .  Part 1: Proposal Report  This pro posal will consist of the following sections (do not change the order of section; put page  breaks between sections ):  1. Title Page  2. Table of Contents  3. Executive Summary (1/2 page to 1 single -spaced page)  4. Proposal:   Problem statement (1-2 single -spaced pages)   Research (methods of research, possible solutions , solution evaluation criteria; 1-2 single - spaced pages)   Final r ecommendation and justification (1-2 single -spaced pages)  5. References (1 page, single -spaced, use APA format, hanging in dents)  6. Appendix (appendices)   For the successful completion of this assignment, group members need to work in a collaborative manner. Thus, your team is required to find an agreed upon method to work together on this  project. You can meet and work with your team members via face -to-face and/or online. Because  Additional readings & materials for this assignment:  Textbook Chapters   Writing a Report (pp. 139 -142)   Outlining (pp. 77 -82)   Effectively Supporting Your Presentation (pp. 83 -88)   Clarity & Ambiguity (pp. 19 -26)  Possible Proposal Topics (Course D2L/content /)  [Example] Proposal report : Adapting the RPM Workplace (Course D2L/content )  Group Proposal Project peer evaluation form (Course D2L/content /)  WinteriM 2017 Com 105  Group Proposal Project Instruction page 2   Page 2 of 7   this course is an online class, online meeting is a preferable option. For online communication,  each team will have a D2L discussion board that they can use to work on this project. You can  also me et by phone, Skype, or any other electronic communication platform your group agrees to  use. If all members of the group wish to meet face -to-face outside of class , this is also possible .  The main body of proposal itself will be 4-6 single -spaced pages , and other parts will be 5 -6  single -spaced pages (e.g., title page, table of contents, executive summary, references, and  appendix) . Therefore, the total page of the proposal document will be 9 -12 pages. One member  of your team will submit the completed pro posal to the dropbox. Up to 160 points can be earned  from this proposal report part (for details, see evaluation criteria at the end of this instruction ; All  team members will get same grade except peer evaluation ).  The paper itself should be written in 6th APA format, with the exception of single -spacing (which  is more typical of business proposals). The paper should use 1 inch margins, Times New Roman  12 -pt font, and be left justified. That means that, like in these instructions, you will not need to  indent paragraphs. In double -space reports, where you do not put extra lines between paragraphs,  indenting is needed to help distinguish each paragraph - but because you will be writing this  using single -spacing, with an extra line between paragraphs, the new paragraphs can be started  flush -left. Headings are centered using APA format, and are bolded, but do not make the font for  headings larger or in a different color font, or underline them. Please use single spacing  throughout (with a blank line in betwe en paragraphs). Check on your default settings in MS  Word to make sure that top, bottom, left, and right margins are set at 1 inch, and check under  "format, paragraph" to be sure the s etting is single -spaced with 0 point before and after. In short,  use 12 -pt Times New Roman black color font for everything in the document (even the title of  paper).  Title Page  This page should list a title for the project ( put a title that clearly presents the contents of the  report ), the name of each participating group member, the name of your group, and the  submission date.  Table of Contents  The table of contents provides the page numbers of where to find different sections of your  proposal. Make sure to put page number on each page (however, no page number on the title  page), and list the executive summary, all proposal section headings, the references , tables or  appendi x in the table of contents.  Executive Summary  Please write this third section when everything else is complete. The executive summar y is a  single -space page (between ½ to 1 page) summary of the proposal. Your objective is to  summarize the proposal, including recommendations, in as succinct a manner as possible. You  will want to prepare the executive summary last - after the rest of you r proposal is written.  Proposal Body  The proposal itself will be 4 -6 single -spaced pages in length (start proposal on a new page, not  on the same page as executive summary), and be comprised of problem statement ( introduction ),  research, and final recommendation s and justifications sections. When beginning your project, WinteriM 2017 Com 105  Group Proposal Project Instruction page 3   Page 3 of 7   please start with conducting research. Your research will guide you to a decision on what to  recommend. When writing up the proposal, you want to present it objectively. In other wor ds,  this is not a persuasive paper, and as consultants, you are not expected to begin with any  particular bias.  In your proposal, limit the use of direct quotations. If you cannot paraphrase something, and it is  essential to use a quotation, please be awa re that quotes of 40+ words require special formatting  according to APA guidelines. Also, please remember to cite your sources in the paper, in APA  format - typically (Author, year) - in order for them to be listed in the references . Don't forget  that if y ou include information which is clearly obtained from a research source, in your paper,  that you need to cite it in the text, and include in references page .  1. Problem statement  First, think about your role (why are you writing this proposal), and the client of the  proposal (what did they ask you to do?) . What does your client already know, and what  information are the client likely to be seeking from you? You will introduce this frame as  you begin your problem statement. One important thing to remember is, y our team is not  writing a proposal for public or unknown people. Your team is requested to write a proposal by a client, therefore the primary audience of your proposal is the client (read topic document to find who the client of your proposal is). In this part of the paper ,  explain why this proposal is necessary (e.g. "This proposal includes ... in response to  (client )'s request that we research alternative ...."). In any situation there are always a  series of limits on the choices and options that a decis ion maker is facing, and you need  to articulate these. For example, is there time pressure, limited financial resources,  outside rule makers, conditions that must be fulfilled? Essentially, what constrains the flexibility and makes any proposal a bit diffi cult? The assumption is that the options are  not obvious, no simple choice exists, and there is probably disagreement or uncertainty  about how to proceed. This section should be between 1 -2 single -spaced pages.  Please do not declare your recommendation at this point in the proposal. Because you did  not arrive at your final recommendation until after you conducted research, considered  possible solutions, and applied criteria developed to narrow these down to a single  recommendation, you want to take your aud ience on this journey, too. That means you  don't want to begin by telling them your final recommendation before presenting  research, etc. 2. Research (methods , possible solutions, and solution criteria )  First, t his section begins by explaining what sources of information you used to make a  decision. This does not mean that you need to identify what kind of information channels  (e.g., books, website,) were used. Rather, focus on the creators of the information. Th is  will show the readers of your proposal that you reviewed a range of sources, and relied  on credible sources. In other words, before you go into describing what you learned and  possible suggestions , write a paragraph on how you went about selecting the sources of  information you used. Here you will want to present a range of research reflecting an  objective approach ( don't just present research supporting one "position" – consider about  who are the stakeholders of the issue and try to reflect their opinio ns. For example, you  will need to think about the proponents and opponents of the issue you have ). WinteriM 2017 Com 105  Group Proposal Project Instruction page 4   Page 4 of 7   Second , introduce and briefly describe possible solutions (must suggest multiple  solutions) that came up while conducting research. After presenting several possible  options, develop evaluation criteria that you will use to narrow down this list of solutions.  What solutions hold the most potential? Which solutions are most practical in light of  limitations described in introduction? In the last paragr aph of this section, you will  describe the criteria you developed, and present the final recommendation you identified  based on applying criteria. Here you will just note your final recommendation briefly , as  this paragraph will serve as a transition to th e recommendations section. 3. Final recommendation and justification  Think this section as the conclusion of your proposal . You should clearly articulate which  option you are recommending (suggest only one solution as the final recommendation ).  Because y ou are making final recommendation rather than suggesti ng multiple possible  options , make sure to explain why this is the best option (avoid persuasion – try to  convince your client of the final recommendation using objective information ). Please do  not just repeat words in the earlier parts of the paper. Instead, focus on providing your  audience with a clear picture of what you suggest they do, in sufficient detail. Then,  describe implementation factors . To be complete, you need to ensure your client is aw are  of what you are recommending, and what needs to be done to ensure the successful  implementation of the recommendation. To address implementation, you will want to address financing, timelines, resource requirements, agencies necessary, and approvals  that may need to be obtained. Also, briefly describe expected outcome (s) of your  recommendation. This section should not exceed 2 single -spaced pages.  References  This is a list of the sources cited in your text. Remember that you should be using 6th APA  formatting (except that you will be single -spacing this report). You need to use a minimum of  five sources . Also, please remember to cite your sources in the paper, in APA format typically  (Author, year) - as sources need to be cited in your text in order for them to be listed in the  references . Don't forget that if you include information which is clearly obtained from a research  source, in your paper, that you cite it in the text, and include the reference in references page (for  more information about APA writing & reference style, see 6 th APA guideline in  D2L/Content/Additional materials) .  Appendi x  This section is where you need to put additional material that cannot be placed in the body of  proposal due to page limit. You can put anything that may enhance audience’s understanding of  your proposal in this ‘additional’ section. Possible material for this section includes: table, chart, figure, relevant documents (e.g., memorandum, letter, etc.), picture, drawing, etc. At leas t two  materials need to be included in this section. And make sure that the materials must be directly relevant to the contents of your proposal.   Part 2: Progress Report  Each group is required to submit a progress report (use ‘Group progress Report’ from in the  D2L) on designated day (For WinteriM 2017, a progress report should be submitted on 17 th Jan,  2017). The purpose of this report is twofold. First is to check the progress of proposal report. In WinteriM 2017 Com 105  Group Proposal Project Instruction page 5   Page 5 of 7   other words, each team needs to identify what has been done, and what should be done before  the due of the assignment. Usually, collecting information should be completed, and teams should be ready to write up a report by the due of progress report. Second is to ensure that teams are working in a collaborative manner. If a team experiences an issue of teamwork (e.g.,  members have difficulties with effective communication, existence of ‘ghost’ member, etc.), the team should report the issue to the instructor through this report. The instructor will engage in  the issue and try to resolve the issue as soon as possible. Team member(s) who failed work in a  collaborative manner with other team members may be asked to work individually for the entire assignment. 10 points will be awarded in return for submitting this r eport.   Part 3: Peer Evaluation  Upon the completion of proposal report , each member has to conduct and submit a peer  evaluation (evaluation form is available at D2L/content/assignments ). This assignment provides  you with the opportunity to evaluate each of your team members' contributions toward the completion of your Group Proposal Project (including your contribution) . If you turn in this peer  evaluation form, you will be awarded the points assigned to you by you and your team members  (point will be the average of all the members’ evaluation; up to 30 possible points). If you do not  turn in this evaluation form, you will forfeit ALL points your team members provide . Thus,  please be sure to turn in this form on or before the deadline.  Unforeseen Circumstances  Because each student needs to actively contribute to the group project to earn points for this  assignment, if you are unable to contribute due to unforeseen circumstances, please contact your  instruc tor as soon as reasonably possible so we can discuss what options exist. While rare,  students have experienced medical emergencies, or unexpected challenges to working effectively  within a particular group which cannot easily be resolved without my interve ntion. If either of  these situations arises, and you believe circumstances may limit your ability to actively  participate and contribute to this group assignment, please contact your instructor as soon as  possible so that the instructor can proactively mak e suggestions or necessary adjustments. WinteriM 2017 Com 105  Group Proposal Project Instruction page 6   Page 6 of 7   Evaluation Criteria for Group Proposal Project Proposal Report Part ( 160 )  Front matter (20)  - Title page include d necessary information (6)  - Table of contents (format, accuracy of information; 6)  - Executive summary effectively summarize d the report/project (8)  Problem Statement (30 )  - Identif ied the purpose of proposal (5)  - Identified the audience of report (3)  - Identified the necessity of the report (3)  - Describe d the effect/impact/outcomes of problem in sufficient detail ( 8)  - Described the cause/extent of the problem in sufficient detail (8)  - Describe d constraints or limitations on decisions ( 3)  Research: Methods (40)  - Identified the major stakeholders of the problem ( 10 )  - Described the positions of each stakeholder in sufficient detail (10)  - Suggested multiple possible solutions in sufficient detail (10)  - Suggested solution evaluation criteria (10)  Recommendation (30 )  - Clear ly identifie d and describe d a single , final recommendation ( however,  recommendation can have multiple components ; 10)  - Explained why the recommendation is better than other options (10)  - Recommends clear implementation procedures (e.g., financing, timelines, resource requirements, agencies necessary, approvals to be sought ; 10 )  End Pieces (20 )  - References page include d at least five sources (that correspond with citation in the main  text) in APA format on separate page ( At least five in -text citations must be included: -2  pts per one missing citation; -1 pt per each error on reference page ; 14 )  - Appendix (appendices) include d two additional /relevant information ( -5 pts per one  missing information; 6 )  Structural elements/Format of Report (20)  - Spelling is correct (one point subtracted for each error; Max deduction 5 )  - Grammar is correct (one point subtracted for each error; Max deduction 5 )  - Page number (3)  - Font/margin/alignment/indentation/heading (9) WinteriM 2017 Com 105  Group Proposal Project Instruction page 7   Page 7 of 7   - Pagination (5)  - The structure (organization) of contents (3)  Progress Report (10)  Overall criteria ( 10)  - Report was submitted on time? (5)  - All necessary parts are filled out appropriately? (5)  Peer evaluation (30)  Self -evaluation  - Attended meetings (and/or corresponded via online) regularly  - Did fair share of work, completed work on time  - Provided valuable contributions  - Communicated with members in an effective manner  - Evaluate my performance in this assignment as (overall assessment)  Peer evaluation   - Attended meetings (and/or corresponded via online) regularly  - Did fair share of work, completed work on time  - Provided valuable contributions  - Communicated with members in an effective manner  - Evaluate my performance in this assignment as (overall assessment)  Total possible peer evaluation point: (Self -evaluation + Sum of Evaluations from other  members)/ (number of evaluation itemX5)X30 ; Max 30 pts   Total possible point of the assignment: 200 pts 
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